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Abstract
A Gentzen-style L-formulation of the calculus of constructions is presented and proved equiva-
lent to a natural deduction formulation based on that of Seldin (1997). The L-rules corresponding
to the conversion rules of the natural deduction system are expansion rules. Cut elimination fol-
lows from the equivalence to the natural deduction formulation and the normalization theorem
for the latter. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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It is well known that while natural deduction systems correspond closely to ordinary
proofs, Gentzen-style L-formulations are better for proof searches. In [5, 6], I presented
a natural deduction formulation, TOC0, for Coquand’s calculus of constructions. The
system TOC0 is actually an extension of the original system of Coquand in that any
term convertible to a type is a type. For the exact connection between TOC0 and the
original system of Coquand, see [5, 6].
The purpose of this paper is to present a Gentzen-style L-formulation for TOC0. The
system will actually be proved equivalent to aextension of TOC0, and that equivalence
plus the normalization theorem for the extension of TOC0 will imply cut-elimination
for the L-formulation.
An L-formulation of the calculus of constructions was previously given by Garrel
Pottinger [3, Section 2.6]. The system given here diers from that one in that instead
of a restricted rule of type conversion on the right, it has rules for type expansion on
either side. This has the advantage that the process of searching for a proof by working
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backwards through the rules involves reductions but not expansions of terms, and this
seems to be more in the spirit of Gentzen L-formulations than systems with conversion
rules. Furthermore, by the normalization theorem, it follows that any such reductions
must terminate. In systems with expansion rules, it is proved that the converse of the
expansion rules holds as a metatheorem.
In this L-formulation, the only formulas occurring on the left assign types to vari-
ables. This means that the rule for introducing 8 on the left is
 N : A  ; y : [N=x]BM : C
 ; y : (8x : A)B[yN=y]M : [yN=y]C:
(The rst occurrence of a rule of this type with which I am aware is in [1, Section
9F2].) To prove the metatheorem which is the inverse of the expansion rules, we
may have to consider reductions inside N , and this occurs in the terms as well as the
types (and it is the term of the left premise). For this reason, the calculus of con-
structions considered here is obtained from TOC0 by adding a rule for conversion of
terms.
In Section 1, the natural deduction system used here, which extends the system TOC0
of [6], is presented. It is proved there that the extension of TOC0 is, in an important
sense, no stronger than TOC0, and that, in particular, the normalization theorem holds
for its deductions. In Section 2, the L-formulation is presented. The proof that it is
equivalent to the natural deduction formulation is given in Section 3 using the method
of Prawitz [4, Appendix A], and the cut-elimination theorem for the L-formulation is
shown to follow from this equivalence.
The basic conventions are those of [6]. In particular, = and B are to be interpreted
for most of the paper as -conversion and reduction. Furthermore,  will denote -
convertibility, i.e., identity except for changes of bound variables.
1. Extending TOC0 to full subject-conversion
Recall the denition of TOC0 from [5, 6]:
Denition 1. The system TOC0 is a natural deduction system whose formulas are of
the form M : A, where M and A are terms formed from the syntax
M −! cjPropjTypejxj(MM)j(x : M : M)j(8x : M)M;
where c refers to additional constants which may be postulated. The constants Prop
and Type are called kinds; kinds are denoted by  and 0, each of which is either
Prop or Type. There is one axiom:
(PT) Prop : Type:
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There are the following rules:
(0F) [x : A]
A :  B : 0
(8x : A)B : 0 Condition: x does not occur free in Aor in any undischaged assumption.
(Eq0)
A :  A = B
B : 
(8e) M : (8x : A)B N : A
MN : [N=x]B
(8i) [x : A]
M : B A : 
x : A:M : (8x : A)B Condition : x does not occur free in Aor in any undischarged assumption.
(Eq00)
M : A A = B
M : B
We write   ‘ M : A if there is a deduction using these rules whose conclusion is
M : A and whose undischarged assumptions are all in  .
This system diers from Coquand’s original formulation of the calculus of construc-
tions in two important respects. First, because of the rule (Eq0), a term equivalent
to a type is a type. On this extension of Coquand’s original system, see [5, Remark
before Denition 1]. This rule implies that strong normalization does not hold for terms
(although it does hold for deductions [6, Theorem 11]). Second, the system is a nat-
ural deduction system in which (except for what I call the \grammatical conditions")
the deductions all follow the structure of the terms, so what Curry calls the \Subject
construction theorem" is satised (see [1, Section 9B] and [2, Notes 14.18, 15.12, and
16.37]). Also, there is no mention in the basic rules of Coquand’s rule of validity.
However, an examination of the conditions necessary to discharge the last assumption
in a sequence of assumptions shows that these conditions are equivalent to the condition
for that sequence to be valid in Coquand’s sense; I call such a sequence of assump-
tions a well-formed environment in [5, Denition 3] and [6, Denition 3]. Many key
theorems, including the normalization theorem, hold only under the assumption that
the undischarged assumptions form a well-formed environment.
As explained in the introduction, the system used here will be an extension of this
system. It will be called TOCE.
Denition 2. The system TOCE is obtained from the system TOC0 by dropping the
rule (Eq0) and adding the rule
(Eq0)
M : A M = N
N : A:
This is not a major extension of TOC0:
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Theorem 1. If
  ‘ M : A
in TOCE, then there is a term M 0 such that M = M 0 and
  ‘ M 0 : A
in TOC0.
Proof. It is sucient to show that any inference by (Eq0) followed by an inference
by a dierent rule R can be replaced by an inference by R followed by an inference
by (Eq0) without changing the conclusion. Since any two consecutive inferences by
(Eq0) can be combined (by the transitivity of =), it will follow that any deduction in
TOCE can be replaced by another deduction with the same conclusion in which there
is only one inference by (Eq0), and that is at the end. There are the following cases,
depending on the rule:
Case (0F). Replace
1
D1 [x : A0]
A : 
A0 : 
(Eq0) D2(x)B : 0
(0F− 1)
(8x : A0)B : 0
by
1
[x : A]
x : A0
(Eq00)
D1 D2(x)
A :  B : 0 (0F− 1)
(8x : A)B : 0
(8x : A0)B : 0 (Eq
0)
and replace
1
[x : A]
D2(x)
D1
A : 
B : 0
B0 : 0
(Eq0)
(0F− 1)
(8x : A)B0
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by
1
[x : A]
D1 D2(x)
A :  B : 0
(8x : A)B : 0 (
0F− 1)
(Eq0)(8x : A)B0 : 0:
Case (8e). Replace
D1
M : (8x : A)B
M 0 : (8x : A)B (Eq
0) D2N : A
(8e)
M 0N : [N=x]B
by
D1 D2
M : (8x : A)B N : A
(8e)
MN : [N=x]B
M 0N : [N=x]B
(Eq0)
and replace
D2
D1
M : (8x : A)B
N : A
N 0 : A
(Eq0)
(8e)
M 0N : [N=x]B
by
D1 D2
M : (8x : A)B N : A (8e)
MN : [N=x]B
MN : [N 0=x]B
(Eq00)
(Eq0)
MN 0 : [N 0=x]B:
Case (8i). Replace
1
[x : A]
D1(x)
M : B
M 0 : B
(Eq0) D2A : 
(8i− 1)
x : A:M 0 : (8x : A)B
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by
1
[x : A]
D1(x) D2
M : B A :  (8i− 1)
x : A:M : (8x : A)B
x : A:M 0 : (8x : A)B (Eq
0)
and replace
1
[x : A0] D2
D1(x)
M : B
A : 
A0 : 
(Eq0)
(8i− 1)
x : A0:M : (8x : A0)B
by
1
[x : A]
x : A0
(Eq00)
D1(x) D2
M : B A :  (8i− 1)
x : A:M : (8x : A)B
x : A:M : (8x : A0)B (Eq
00)
(Eq0)
x : A0:M : (8x : A0)B:
Case (Eq00). Replace
D
M : A
M 0 : A
(Eq0)
(Eq00)
M 0 : A0
by
D
M : A
M : A0
(Eq00)
(Eq0)
M 0 : A0
Denition 3. A deduction in TOCE is said to be in normal form if the only inference
by rule (Eq0) occurs at the end of the deduction and the rest of the deduction is a
normal TOC0 deduction.
It follows immediately from Theorem 1 and [6, Theorem 11] that
Corollary 1.1. Every deduction in TOCE whose undischarged assumptions constitute
a well-formed environment can be reduced to a deduction in normal form.
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2. The L-formulation
The L-formulation can now be given as follows:
Denition 4. The system TOCEL has the same formulas as TOC0 (and hence as
TOCE). It has sequents of the form
 M : A;
where   is a sequence of formulas assigning types to distinct variables. The axioms
are
(PT) Prop : Type
(p1) x : Ax : A
The rules are
(C)  ; x : A;; y : B; M : C
 ; y : B;; x : A; M : C
(K)  M : C
 ; x : AM : C
Condition: x does not
occur free in A or  .
(W)  ; x : A; y : AM : C
 ; x : A[x=y]M : [x=y]C
Condition: x and y
are distinct and do not
occur free in A or  .
(Exp0)
 M : A
 N : A
Condition:N B M:
(Exp00)  ; x : AM : C
 ; x : BM : C
Condition : B B A:
(Exp00)
 M : A
 M : B
Condition : B B A
(80)  A :   ; x : AB : 
0
 (8x : A)B : 0 Condition : x does notoccur free in A or  .
(8)  N : A  ; y : [N=x]BM : C
 ; y : (8x : A)B[yN=y]M : [yN=y]C Condition: x does notoccur free in A or  
and y does not occur
free in A; B; N or  
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(8)  ; x : AM : B  A : 
 x : A:M : (8x : A)B Condition: x does notoccur free in A or  
Cut
 ; x : AM : B  N : A
 [N=x]M : [N=x]B
Condition : x does not
occur free in A or  .
Let   be x1 : A1; x2 : A2; : : : ; xn : An. We say that  B 0 if and only if  0 is
x1 : A01; x2 : A
0
2; : : : ; xn : A
0
n and for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, Ai BA
0
i .
Theorem 2. If there is a cut-free proof of
 M : A (1)
in TOCEL, and if  B 0; M BM 0; and ABA0; then there is a cut-free proof of
 0M 0 : A0: (2)
in TOCEL.
The proof requires two lemmas.
Lemma 1. If [y=x]M BN; then N  [y=x]M 0 where M BM 0.
Proof. By induction on the proof of [y=x]M BN .
Basis: [y=x]M BN is an instance of (), which is reexivity. Then N  [y=x]M .
Induction step: We have cases by the last rule used.
Case (). This is transitivity, so the premises are [y=x]M BP and P BN . By the
hypothesis of induction and [y=x]M BP, P  [y=x]M 00 and M BM 00. Then by the hy-
pothesis of induction and P BN , we have the desired conclusion.
Case (). This is left monotonicity. Then [y=x]M  PQ, N  PR, and the premise
is QBR. Then M  M1M2, P  [y=x]M1, and Q  [y=x]M2. Then N  ([y=x]M1)R
and Q  [y=x]M2 BR. By the hypothesis of induction, R  [y=x]T and M2 BT . Hence,
N  ([y=x]M1)([y=x]T )
 [y=x]M1T
and
M  M1M2 BM1T:
Case (). This is right monotonicity, and is similar to the case for ().
Case (). [y=x]M  z : A : P, N  z : A : Q, and the premise is P BQ. Then
M  z : A0 : P0 where A  [y=x]A0 and P  [y=x]P0. (We may assume without loss
of generality that z is a variable which is distinct from x and y so that the substitution
does not bind a formerly free variable, since substitution is dened to change the
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variable of abstraction if this is not the case.) Now by the hypothesis of induction and
P BQ, we have Q  [y=x]Q0, where P0 BQ0. Thus,
M  z : A0 : P0 Bz : A0 : Q0
and
N  [y=x](z : A0 : Q0):
Case (). [y=x]M  (z : A : P)Q and N  [Q=z]P. Then M  (z : A0 : P0)Q0,
where A  [y=x]A0, P  [y=x]P0, and Q  [y=x]Q0. (We may assume without loss of
generality that z is distinct from both x and y for the same reason as in Case ().)
Then M B [Q0=z]P0 and [Q=z]P  [[y=x]Q0=z][y=x]P0  [y=x][Q0=z]P0.
Lemma 2. If [yN=y]M BP; then P  [yN 0=y]P0; where N BN 0 and M BP0.
Proof. By induction on the proof of [yN=x]M BP. The basis () and induction step
cases for (), (), and () are similar to the proofs of Lemma 1.
Case (). [yN=y]M  z : A : Q, P  z : A : R, and the premise is QBR, where we
may assume without loss of generality that z is distinct from y. Then M  z : A0 : Q0
where z is distinct from y, Q  [yN=y]Q0, and A  [yN=y]A0. Now by the hypothesis
of induction and QBR, R  [yN 0=y]R0 and Q0 BR0. Hence, M Bz : A0 : R0  P0.
Case (). [yN=y]M  (z : A : Q)R and P  [R=z]Q, where we may assume without
loss of generality that z is distinct from y. Then M  (z : A0 : Q0)P0, where A 
[yN=y]A0, Q  [yN=y]Q0, and R  [yN=y]R0. It follows that M B [R0=z]Q0 and
P  [R=z]Q
 [[yN=y]R0=z][yN=y]Q0
 [yN=y][R0=z]Q0:
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is by induction on the proof of (1).
Basis: If (1) is (PT), then (2) is (1) (because no reductions are possible). If (1) is
(p1), then   is x : A and M is x. Then M 0 must also be x and  0 must be x : A00. Then
ABA0 and ABA00, so by the Church{Rosser Theorem there is A000 such that A0 BA000
and A00 BA000. We then get (2) as follows:
x : A000x : A000
x : A00x : A000
(Exp00)
(Exp00)
x : A00x : A0
Induction step: There are the following cases by the last rule of the proof of (1):
Case (*C). Trivial by the induction hypothesis.
Case (*K). Trivial by the induction hypothesis.
Case (*W).   is  1; x : B and the premise of the last inference is
 1; x : B; y : BM : A;
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where M is [y=x]M and A is [y=x]A. Also,  0   01; x : B0, where  1 B 01 and BBB0,
and by Lemma 1 M  [y=x]M0 and A  [y=x]A0, where M BM0 and A BA0. By
the hypothesis of induction, there is a cut-free proof of
 01; x : B
0; y : B0M0 : A0;
and (2) follows by (*W).
Case (Exp0*). The premise is
 N : A;
where M BN . Since M BM 0, there is a term N 0 to which N and M 0 both reduce. By
the hypothesis of induction, there is a cut-free proof of
 0N 0 : A0;
and (2) follows by (Exp0*).
Case (*Exp00).     1; x : B, where x is not free in  1, and the premise is
 1; x : CM : A;
where BBC. Now  0   01; x : B0, where  1 B 01 and BBB0. By the Church{Rosser
Theorem, there is a term C0 to which C and B0 both reduce. By the hypothesis of
induction, there is a cut-free proof of
 01; x : C
0M 0 : A0;
and (2) follows by (*Exp00).
Case (Exp00*). The premise is
 N : A;
where M BN . Since we also have M BM 0, by the Church{Rosser Theorem there is a
term N 0 to which M 0 and N both reduce. By the hypothesis of induction, there is a
cut-free proof of
 0N 0 : A0;
and (2) follows by (Exp00*).
Case (80*). Here A  0 and M  (8x : B)C. Now A0  A and M 0  (8x : B0)C0,
where BBB0 and C BC0. The premises are
 B : ;  ; x : BC : ;
where x does not occur free in   or B. By the hypothesis of induction, there are
cut-free proofs of
 0B0 : ;  0; x : B0C0 : 0;
and (2) follows by (80*).
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Case (*8).     1; y : (8x : B)C, M  [yN=y]M1, A  [yN=y]A1, and the premises
are
 1N : B;  1; y : [N=x]CM1 : A1:
Now  0   01; y : (8x : B0)C0, where  1 B 01, BBB0, and C BC0. Also, by Lemma 2,
M 0  [yN 0=y]M1 and A0  [yN 00=y]A1, where M1 BM 01, A1 BA01, N BN 0, and N BN 00.
By the Church{Rosser Theorem, there is N 000 such that N 0 BN 000 and N 00 BN 000. It
follows that M BM 0 B [yN 000=y]M 01 and ABA
0 B [yN 000=y]A01. Hence, by the hypothesis
of induction, there are cut-free proofs of
 01N
000 : B0;  01; y : [N
000=x]C0M 01 : A
0
1;
and by (*8), we get
 01; y : (8x : B0)C0[yN 000=y]M 01 : [yN 000=y]A01:
And now (2) follows by (Exp0*) and (Exp00*).
Case (8*). M  x : A1 : M1, A  (8x : A1)B1, and the premises are
 ; x : A1M1 : B1;  A1 : :
Now M 0  x : A01 : M 01 and A0  (8x : A001 )B01, where M1 BM 01, B1 BB01, A1 BA01, and
A1 BA001 . By the Church{Rosser Theorem there is a term A
000
1 such that A
0
1 BA
000
1 and
A001 BA
000
1 . Hence, by the hypothesis of induction, there are cut-free proofs of
 0; x : A0001 M
0
1 : B
0
1;  
0A0001 : :
By (8*),
 0x : A0001 : M
0
1 : (8x : A0001 )B01;
and (2) follows by (Exp0*) and (Exp00*).
Note that the last two cases of this proof would fail without rule (Exp0*).
3. Equivalence of the formulations
Theorem 3. If
 M : A (3)
can be proved in TOCEL (with or without Cut), then there is a proof of
  ‘ M : A (4)
in TOCE.
Proof. By induction on the proof of (3) in TOCEL.
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Basis: If (3) is an instance of (PT) in TOCEL, then (4) is an instance of (PT) in
TOCE. If (3) is an instance of (p1) in TOCEL, then (4) is the one step deduction
consisting of
x : A:
Induction step: We have cases by the last rule in the proof of (3).
Case (*C). Trivial by the conventions of natural deduction proofs.
Case (*K). Trivial by the conventions of natural deduction proofs.
Case(*W).     1; x : B, where x does not occur free in  1, and the premise is
 1; x : B; y : BM1 : A1;
where M  [y=x]M1, A  [y=x]A1 and y does not occur free in  1. By the hypothesis
of induction, there is a deduction in TOCE of
x : B; y : B
D(x; y)
M1 : A1
in which all undischarged assumptions are in  . Substituting y for x in this deduction,
we get
x : B; x : B
D(x; x)
M : A;
as desired.
Case (Exp0*). Trivial by the hypothesis of induction and rule (Eq0) in TOCE.
Case (*Exp00*). Trivial by the hypothesis of induction and rule (Eq00) in TOCE.
Case (80*). M  (8x : B)C, A  0, and the premises are
 B : ;  ; x : BC : 0;
where x does not occur free in  . By the hypothesis of induction, there are deductions
in TOCE
x : B
D1 D2(x)
B : ; C : 0
in which all undischarged assumptions are in  . Then we have the TOCE deduction
1
[x : B]
D1 D2(x)
B :  C : 0 (0F−1)
(8x : B)C : 0;
as desired.
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Case (*8).     1; y : (8x : B)C, where y does not occur free in  1 and the
premises are
 1N : B;  1; y : [N=x]CM1 : A1;
where M  [yN=y]M1 and A  [yN=y]A1. By the hypothesis of induction there are
deductions in TOCE of
y : [N=x]C
D1 D2(y)
N : B; M1 : A1;
in which all undischarged assumptions are in  , and then we have
D1
y : (8x : B)C N : B
yN : [N=x]C
(8e)
D2(yN )
M : A;
as desired.
Case (8*). M  x : B : M1, A  (8x : B)C, where x does not occur free in  , and
the premises are
 ; x : BM1 : C;  B : :
By the hypothesis of induction, there are TOCE deductions
x : B
D1(x) D2
M1 : C; B : ;
in which all the undischarged assumptions are in  . We thus have
1
[x : B]
D1(x) D2
M1 : C B : 
x : B:M1 : (8x : B)C; (8i− 1)
as desired.
Case (Cut). The premises are
 ; x : BM1 : A1;  N : B;
where M  [N=x]M1 and A  [N=x]A1. By the hypothesis of induction, there are the
following deductions in TOCE:
x : B
D1(x) D2
M1 : A1; N : B:
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where all the undischarged assumptions are in  . Then we have
D2
N : B
D1(N )
M : A;
as desired.
Theorem 4. If D is a normal deduction in TOCE whose conclusion is M : A and
whose undischarged assumptions constitute a well-formed environment  , then there
is a cut-free proof in TOCEL of
 M : A: (5)
Proof. By induction on the length of D.
Basis: If D is Prop : Type, then (5) follows in TOCEL by (PT). If D is x : A, then
(5) is x : Ax : A, an instance of (p1).
Induction step: We have cases by the last rule of D.
Case (0F). D is
1
[x : B]
D1 D2(x)
B :  C : 0
(8x : B)C : 0; (
0F− 1)
where M  (8x : B)C and A  0. By the hypothesis of induction, there are cut-free
TOCEL proofs of
 B : ;  ; x : BC : 0;
and x does not occur free in  . Then (5) follows by (80*).
Case (Eq0). D is
D1
N : A
M : A;
(Eq0)
where N = M . By the Church{Rosser Theorem, there is a term P such that M BP
and N BP. By the hypothesis of induction, there is a cut-free TOCEL proof of
 N : A:
By Theorem 2, there is a cut-free proof of
 P : A;
and (5) then follows by (Exp0*).
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Case (8e). The last inference in D is by (8e). Then the only inferences in the left
branch of D are by (8e), (Eq0;) and (Eq00), and the top formula of the left branch of
D is not discharged. Then D has the form
y : D
y : D
y : (8x : B)C (Eq
00) D1N : B
(8e)
yN : [N=x]C ; y : D
| {z }
D2
M : A;
where   is  0; y : D (and y does not occur free in  ). Note that since   is a well-
formed environment, we may assume that y does not occur free in D. Let z be a
variable which does not occur in D, and replace D by
z : D
y : D
y : (8x : B)C (Eq
00) D1N 0 : B
(8e)
yN 0 : [N 0=x]C ; z : D
| {z }
D2
M 0 : A;
where X 0  [z=y]X and D2 is obtained from D2 by replacing all occurrences of y
except for those at the head of the term in the main (left) branch by z. Now substitute
y for yN in D2
, to get the normal deduction
y : [N 0=x]C; z : D
| {z }
D002
M 00 : A00;
where M 0  [yN=y]M 00, A0  [yN=y]A00, and D2  [yN=y]D200. By the hypothesis of
induction there are cut-free proofs in TOCEL of
 ; z : DN 0 : B;  ; y : [N 0=x]C; z : DM 00 : A00:
By (*8), there is a cut-free proof of
 ; y : (8x : B)C; z : DM 0 : A0:
Since (8x : B)C and D are convertible and thus have a common reduct, by Theorem
2 and (*Exp00) there is a cut-free proof of
 ; y : D; z : DM 0 : A0;
and (5) follows by (*W).
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Case (8i). D is
1
[x : B]
D1(x) D2
M1 : C B :  (8i− 1)
x : B:M1 : (8x : B)C;
where M  x : B : M1 and A  (8x : B)C. By the hypothesis of induction there are
cut-free proofs of
 ; x : BM1 : C;  B : ;
where x does not occur free in  . Then (5) follows by (8*).
Case (Eq00). D is
D1
M : B
M : A;
(Eq00)
where B = A. By the Church{Rosser Theorem, there is a C such that ABC and BBC.
By the hypothesis of induction, there is a cut-free proof of
 M : B:
By Theorem 2, there is a cut-free proof of
 M : C;
and (5) follows by (Exp00*).
By Theorems 3 and 4 and Corollary 1.1, we have
Corollary 4.1. Cut elimination holds for TOCEL for deductions whose left-hand sides
constitute well-formed environments. That is, given any proof in TOCEL whose left
side constitutes a well-formed environment, there is a cut-free proof in TOCEL with
the same conclusion.
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